
Roofboxes

ZENITH
Zenith, Room for Prestige.





The Hapro Zenith is in a league of its own. Full attention has been given to its 
beautiful design, aerodynamics, reliability, safety and user friendliness. With 
an exclusive eye for detail and the use of only the most advanced materials, 
the Zenith is a truly valuable investment in travel comfort. Carefree and safe 
travelling with a stunningly designed space for all extra luggage you can think 
of, year after year, journey after journey. Are you ready to expand your life?

SHeer  
elegAnce.
Zenith. a valuable investment in travel comfort.
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The Zenith is Hapro’s absolute flagship. An impressive example of modern 
design – combining innovative, intelligent features with state-of-the-art materials 
and an eye for detail. The Zenith is the sublime luggage-carrier for everyone 
who wants to merge extra space with sheer elegance. Nothing in this roofbox 
will detract from the design of your car. Feel like going on a family ski vacation 
or a weekend of sailing with friends, the Zenith offers you all the space, 
safety and comfort that you need. And yes, it makes you look smart too.

BeAuty  
ANd brAiNS.
Extra space with fine aerodynamics and sheer elegance. 
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•

Material and color: 

The high gloss AbS/PMMA materials with metallic 

finish are UV–proof and impact resistant. All Zenith 

models are available in three luxurious colours: brilliant 

black, Pure White or the exclusive Silver Carbon.

The Hapro Zenith has a design to shine. its exciting smooth lines and 
aerodynamic shape are a true feast for the eyes, that match the latest 
trends in automotive design. 

SAFe AS A HoUSe. The Hapro Zenith is much more than just good 
looks. Safety is a matter of primary importance, which has been 
tried through a series of thorough tests under the most severe 
circumstances. City crash tests, stability tests, vibration tests, and water 
and wind tunnel tests: nothing has been left to chance. The Hapro 
Zenith passed them all with honours and has been TÜV approved.

DAzzling deSigN, 
lASTiNg CoMForT.
A combination that retains its beauty 
throughout the years. 

Mounting: 

The unique Premium-Fit 

guarantees a quick, secure and 

easy mounting of the roofbox.

•Diffuser: 

The unique design of the 

Zenith’s rear side immediately 

grabs your attention. The 

stainless steel diffuser has a 

reversed V-shape, where the 

bottom is complemented by 

the V-shaped lid. Premium 

materials enhance Zenith’s 

distinguished look and 

provide for sheer elegance.

•
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Aerodynamic design: 

Zenith’s flat and aerodynamic shape has been 

designed to cut through the wind. 

Reinforced bottom: 

The metal reinforcement rails over 

the entire length of the bottom 

provide strength and stability.

•

•

Locking: 

The exclusive 3-point central locking system is a feature that 

locks the box securely and tightly in three places – in one 

movement. As an additional safety measure the key can only 

be removed if the roofbox is locked in the correct manner.

•

Opening1: 

loading and unloading the Zenith is simple due to the double 

function of the dynamic spring struts. it opens the lid and keeps 

it in it’s optimum position while loading. When closed they 

pull the lid to the base of the roofbox for a perfect seal.

Opening2: 

All models can be opened on both sides.  

An extremely comfortable feature, allowing 

maximum ease of loading and mounting.

•

Front: 

The aerodynamic edgeless front is reinforced with 

a metal cross profile for extra firmness.

•

•
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STArT  
pAcking.
As if you have an extra car...



Hapro Zenith 8.6Hapro Zenith 6.6

* detail Silver Carbon finish

Small and lean on the outside, yet large and 
spacious on the inside. The Hapro Zenith offers 
plenty of room in a stylish and clever ergonomic 
design that is both attractive and functional. 
You can load up to 75 kg of extra luggage… or 
11,328 golf balls, if you like. The recessed bottom 
provides less air resistance and ensures a 
perfect fit between roofbox and car body. due 
to the reduced height – part of its aerodynamic 
design – you’re still able to drive your SUV 
into a parking garage. in short, a big plus.

MergiNg SPACe ANd deSigN. The Hapro 
Zenith is available in two versions. both the 
Zenith 6.6 and the Zenith 8.6 are carried 
out in three luxurious colours: brilliant black, 
Pure White or the exclusive Silver Carbon.* 
Space and design have beautifully merged.

rooM For 11,328 golF bAllS.
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The unique patented Premium-Fit is a complete, one-piece unit. No hassle with 
separate clamps or other accessories. The Premium-Fit allows a quick, easy and 
above all safe mounting of the roofbox. Mounting and removing the roofbox is 
done with a simple and smart turn of the rotating knob, which deploys special 
clamps around the roof rack. The reassuring ratchet noise tells you exactly 
when the roofbox is securely fixed to the roof bars. due to its limited height, 
the Premium-Fit system allows for even more space for your luggage.

THe convenience 
FACTor.
The unique mounting of the Zenith.
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THe convenience 
FACTor.

SAFeTY first.
Welding would be the lesser option...

The Zenith is attached to the roof racks with four Premium-Fits that can be shifted separately. 
each one centers itself on the roof rack, which makes the Premium-Fit a perfect fit for any roof 
rack system with a maximum width of 95 mm. The clamps are covered with a synthetic material 
for extra grip and to protect the roof rack. of course the Premium-Fit system has been thoroughly 
tested. The roofboxes are certified following the strict iSo 11154 and TÜV safety regulations.
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max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 38 mm

max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 28 mm

A

Hapro Zenith 6.6, 8.6

min.  620 mm
max.  930 mmA =

specifiCATioNS.
All Hapro Zenith roofboxes are suitable for common roof bars. A T-slot 
adapter kit for fastening to aluminium roof bars is optionally available.

All the ins and outs.
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max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 38 mm

max. 95 mm

min.  18 mm
max. 28 mm

A

Hapro Zenith 6.6, 8.6

min.  620 mm
max.  930 mmA =

specifiCATioNS.
specifications Hapro zenith 6.6 Hapro zenith 8.6

l x W x H outside 191 x 80 x 37 cm 215 x 88 x 37 cm

l x W x H inside 186 x 75 x 36 cm 210 x 83 x 36 cm

contents 360 l 440 l

empty weight   19 Kg 23,5 Kg

Max. allowed load 75 Kg 75 Kg

opening left and right left and right

central locking system

luggage straps 3 3

Mounting system Premium-Fit Premium-Fit

suitable for skis and accessories ± 6 pair ± 7-8 pair

Material AbS/PMMA AbS/PMMA

Metal reinforcement rail bottom (2)

Warranty 5 years 5 years

8.6

6.6

191 cm

37
 c

m

215 cm

37
 c

m

outside dimensions:

Maximum width roof bars mm:

Available colours: 6.6 and 8.6

Silver Carbon brilliant black Pure White
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Hapro demands the absolute best when it comes to materials and production 
processes. everything is thoroughly checked to meet the high production 
standards. Therefore Hapro can guarantee the optimum quality of its products. 
You can rely on full service, secured within the five-year warranty.

5-YeAr  
WArrAnty.
A service you probably won’t need...
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Hapro international • P.o. box 73 • 4420 AC Kapelle • The Netherlands

www.hapro.com


